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TECTONICS OF RIDGE BELT-PROTOCORONAE ASSOCIATION OF 
CANIKl PLANITIA ON VENUS; J. Raitala and K. Kauhanen, Department of Astronomy, University of 
Oulu. Oulu, Finland 

Ridges of Ganiki Planitia are a part of a large fan-like ridge belt system which begins from the north 
pole and covers a triangular area between longitudes 1400 and 230°. In the north the ridge pauern consists of equally 
spaced and sized ridge belts with narrow joining and separating zones. To the south the appearance of ridge belts 
changes to broader intersecting belts where individual ridges are shallow but still form long continuous lines. These 
boada ridge belts are divided into several subbelts which consist of groups of narrow parallel ridges close together, 
often aligned to broad arches The subbelts join and separate like the larger belts and show in places an en echelon 
pauem. 

Several volcanic structures interfere with the ridge belts on the Ganiki Planitia. Corona-like rings 
(often ref& to as protocmnae) and mountainous hills are mostly found in the junctions of ridge belts (Aspasia 
Patera, Razia Patera) or in the middle of ridge belts (Tituba Patera. Hallgerda Mons) but sometimes also as a 
separate formation (Neyterkob Corona, Wurunsemu Tholus) in a complex way connected to adjacent ridge belt(s). 

Ridge belts. In the northern parl of the area studied h e  N-S directed Lailma Dorsa ridge belt is divided 
into two separate parts at Aspasia Patera. Southwestern part is a arcuate ridge belt continuing to the south while 
the SE part of the southern Laha  Dorsa (directed to Izumi Patera) becomes wider and weaker before reaching 
Ahsormutli Dorsa. Ridges of northern, southwestern and southeastern branches of LaTirna Dorsa are strongly radial 
to Aspasia Patera especially in its close vicinity. To the north of Aspasia Patera there is an elongated 
pull---like depression in the middle of LaZima Dorsa 

Ahsonnutli Dorsa extends = 2500 km from 56' to 32" northern latitude. Its overall smke is N-S but there 
are numerous branches along its course. It is most narrow and distinct in the north and broader and more diverse in 
the south. The northernmost tip is slightly curved to the NWN with some smaller dextral en echelon parts of the 
ridge belr, On the side of Izumi Patera there are NW-SE ridges of Lailma Dorsa. Razia Patera locates close to the 
Ahsonnutli Dona and, while not affecting ridge directions within the main Ahsonnulli Dorsa, has clear radial ridges 
of its own on the eastern side. Just beside Razia Patera Ahsonnutli Dorsa is cut by an extensive, but small dome 
field. To the south of Razia Patera Ahsonnutli Dorsa consists of several I-shaped parts with a dextral en echelon 
arrangement The most prominent NW-SE directed branch connects the western end of Nemesis Tessera to the 
southern Ahsonnutli Dorsa. 

To the east of Ahsonnutli Dorsa there is another major ridge belt. It begins from the Neyterkob Corona 
area with a NW-SE ridge set radial to the corona and a ridge circle concenmc to the same corona. To the south 
ridges have mainly a N-S direction but, while the whole ridge belt becomes wider, its ridges concenuate into a few 
parallel and slightly arcuate subbelts. 

?he easternmost ridge belt of the area studied is divided into two parallel subbelts which continue the N-S 
direction of the Pandrosos Dorsa. ?his ridge belt NW-SE directed ridges intersects this belt near Neyterkob Corona. 

Conclusions. Both in global fan-like ridge belt system and in parallel subbelts within individual broad 
ridge belts there an some similar featmes but in two different scales. In both cases individual ridges build wide 
ridge zones, which branch and join together again surrounding patches of plain areas. In places subbelts are 
c m x m i c  to coma rim arches, but in places there are m g  overthrust-like subbelts. 

'Ihe disrance between major ridge belts is approximately 300 h (200 to 400 km) while subbelts are only 
a few tens of kilometers (40 to 70 km) apart and individual ridges are generally 5 to 10 to 20 km apart from each 
other. This evidently indicates the influence of both deep and shallow discontinuities in the ridge formation and in 
the tectonics of the uppermost part of Venus. ?here are, however, large differences between separate ridge belts 
evidently indicating that dimensions and properties of h e  uppermost Venusian lithosphere has varied from place to 
place. This is also nqpcded by the unequal distribution of the volcanogenic formations. 

Major ridge belts seem to have been gemnued within a global or large-scale tectonic force. They have 
controlled the corona formalion which has taken place within ridge belts or in their crossings. In places there are 
ridge branches connecting two &y coronae possibly indicating that the influence of the corona formation has, in 
places where parallel enough with the global force, been somehow able to affect even the ridge belt formation. 
Coronae have affected especially the formation of numerous small ridges just in their close vicinity where radial 
ridgesare especially abundant as well as concentric ridges are common in connection to the corona ring. 
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TECTONICS OF GANIKl PLANmA RIDGE BELTS; J. Raitala and K. Kauhanen 

Ridges of Ganiki Planitia (A) consist of subbelts which further consist of groups of small 
ridges close to each other. Individual ridges build wide ridge belts, which branch and join 
together again, surrounding patches of small plains. The spacing of major ridge belts is ~ 3 0 0  krn 
while that of subbelts is some tens of kilometers and individual ridges are a few kilometers apart 
from each other. The area studied was divided into numerous subareas for detailed study (B). 
Aspasia and Razia Paterae locate in the junctions of ridge belts while Neyterkob Corona has a 
more complex locational relations. LaDma Dorsa is divided into two separate parts at Aspasia 
Patera. Razia Patera locates close to the Ahsonnutli Dorsa which consists of several &shaped 
parts. Another major ridge belt runs from Neyterkob Corona to the south. The easternmost ridge 
belt is divided into two parallel subbelts. A NW-SE ridge belt intersects this belt near Neyterkob 
Corona. 
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